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About This Game
You find yourself lost in a mine, the only objective is to find a way out. But something lurks in the shadows, following. Hunting
you. Good luck.
It's simply a game of cat and mouse. You can run and hide, but your ultimate goal is to find the key and escape the mine. While
avoiding the monsters.
This project was a final for a game design program at a school, we are pushing it for feedback.
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This is one of the best looking VR games out there. The feeling of being inside a dungeon is awesome. Sound effects are good.
The title screen music is hypnotic, I can stay at that screen for several minutes just watching the dungeon entrance and enjoying
the beautiful song (wish it wasn't so short!). Combat is Ok. No problem whatsoever with motion sickness. Some say locomotion
is slow, I think it's adecuate for this game (you don't have vast lands, it's not Skyrim!).
A few cons:
* I don't like jump scares in this kind of game, leave those to dedicated horror games, I think of this game more like an
adventure/RPG, the atmosphere is already creepy and that's enough to keep you alert, but that's just my opinion. (I know, I
know... I read the description ;)
* I find the little floating spheres in the title screen distracting, I would remove them; however, water dripping is excellent for
immersion.
* Inventory management is not bad, but it could be polished, it feels clumsy to change weapons during combat.
* I agree with other reviewers that weapons/items should collide with ALL objects (doors, cell bars, tables, walls, etc.) and not
just pass through them.
* There's a spelling mistake in the spell book: Sulur instead of Sulfur.
Those cons are minor compared to the "enjoyability" of this game, I hope the devs expand this one and later make a follow up
with outdoor exploration. Games like this are like a stepping stone for VR gaming.
Don't hesitate and grab this one, totally recommend it!. I really don't understand the negative reviews, as I experienced neither
the bugs nor the frustration others seemed to, and I found it to be a pleasant, little time-waster. IMO, it's a solidly executed
version of mahjong with a few fun twists. The storyline (while basic and not particularly well integrated with the gameplay) adds
a feeling of purpose to the proceedings, so you feel like you're doing more than just flipping tiles, and the timed "combo meter"
and powerups add both strategy and urgency to a boardgame that can sometimes seem dull and mindless.
Is it a must-play? No, but there's enough content and entertainment value to make it well worth the price of admission.. Very
trippy :). \u201cDefinitively, the THINKING player\u2019s rolling-ball game!\u201d
Admittedly, though this reviewer acquired The Little Ball That Could (TLBTC) on Day One, judgement was not immediately
ready to be assigned. Though a long-time fan of rolling ball games, it\u2019s another matter to have any degree of success with
them. Of the dozens in this player\u2019s collection, none have yet been completed (for various reasons.). TLBTC shows every
indication of being THE exception to this long-time rule.
At first look, TLBTC seems to be rather sterile, and overwhelmingly repetitive. However, gameplay indicates that there is vastly
less truth to that than at first appearance. Each of five areas of 24 levels each simply requires a significant amount of real estate
in order to fully utilize that zone\u2019s concepts and possibilities fully. And that is a huge plus, as you listen to very pleasant
music.
TLBTC is actually more than a single game. True, in order to unlock additional of the four locked worlds (after the original
unlocked one) a certain number of tasks need to be accomplished, but the quantity is very accommodating to the vast number of
players. Each of 120 levels (seemingly) has the same three tasks: finding a single puzzle piece, finding all three diamond shapes,
and completing a speed-run in a generally quite generous time limit. Without conscious effort, this player unlocked the third
world while still well within the second one. (The speed-run, generally to be attempted separately form the "searches", also has a
highly motivating three-tier leaderboard.) Additionally, TLBTC has achievements with purpose, and not simply
\u201cparticipation trophies\u201d, as is far too common. (Even numerous achievements for failure!)
Where TLBTC may seem repetitive is when players originally see the complexity of each level. It can be very daunting indeed,
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and more so to realize that of each level\u2019s (often) DOZENS of path possibilities, there may only be one optimal path for
speed-run success (but likely more), and only one path for locating the needed items. (Thus, an achievement for starting any
level ten times.) And to add to the challenge\u2026.no control over camera movement, and only a small section of the level
available at any time, with the ball dead center. It\u2019s frequent to not see a spot where the ball must go, so the walls become
partially transparent for that place (but won\u2019t show a drop-off. HINT: Hidden places very often contain needed objects.)
Also fortunate, the player has control over save locations, within the parameters of the \u201csave buttons\u201d that may, or
may not be rolled over as is frequently the player\u2019s choice.
The ball control within TLBTC is basically perfect, which is necessary considering the many dangers to be encountered. Balls
can fall into the ocean, be crushed behind \u201cball pushers\u201d, be explosively \u201cspiked\u201d, or fall without landing
on a cushion pad, breaking into shards. And all this may be overcome just to discover that the level is complete\u2026.but
without finding the necessary objects. But no worries! Each traverse causes the pool of knowledge of that level to grow.
Perhaps TLBTC isn\u2019t as inexpensive as comparable games, but are there comparable games? If this game genre is your
passion, there is no reason to delay purchase even another minute.. Sexy, naughty, fun.. 6.5/10
Pros
+ Interesting world. It's not really clear where this place is and when the story happens. This actually kept me looking for hints
to settle these questions, which made the game more interesting. The weird looking characters and plants only contribute to this.
+ Beautiful scenery, especially outdoors in the forest.
+ Nice relaxing music, sets up the tone and atmosphere of the game.
+ Not difficult too get to 100% achievements (I usually don't care about this, but it's nice when it happens)
Cons
- The sound of the protagonist foot steps was annoying, so much that I had to turn SFX volume down
- Almost no voices. I'm sure budget didn't allow for full voice acting (which I would love), but it might have been better to skip
this completely.
- Lack of polish. No reflection in the mirrors and puddles. Invisible Walls and Insurmountable Waist-Height Fence (see
tvtropes.org for more on these terms)
I have no issues with the length of the game. Life is too short to complain about getting more experiences (e.g. games) for the
same amount of time :-)
Bottom line: Recommended to those who enjoy short walking simulators. If you don't expect much in the form of puzzles or
story twists, I think you'll find this a pleasant experience. If you consider these attributes to be a must for games, look
elsewhere.. Pleasing puzzle mechanics that twigs your brain in all the right ways. It's an RPGMaker Game...Your milage may
vary depending on how you see things and I've seen some really good ones...and some really bad or wierd ones out there
throughout the years.
This one? This just makes fun of itself I believe. All you need to know is already on the tin so to speak. Your character, is stuck
on being a level one weakling (although you can gain stats from a few sources) and you need to summon girls (who are at the
beginning, stronger than you) to defeat the Dark Lord.
By the way, take a very wild stab at why the title is what it is. You may get lucky very fast. It's either that or a mistranslation of
what the word may be.
The original artwork is...well while not horrible per say, seem off in certain (female) characters that make them look a
bit...creepy at the most. Even though it's not on a 'professional' level, you have to give props for effort. Maybe the fellow's next
game (if they decide to that is) could have better artwork if they tried.
People would probably wait for...probably a half off sale, but it's nice for a laugh and you can't put a pricetag on laughter.. No
Man's Sky 2.0
Makes a game that a lot of people want.
Makes a pre-release version of the game
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Puts it up on Early Access to sell players that the game will recieve updates
Cashes it in
However 'No Man's Sky recieved multiple updates' after launch,
I haven't noticed a single one...
Don't buy this game, by all means
Just don't buy this game.
You are giving someone money to get an early access game that will never change.. Loved it but it sure was a pain in the♥♥♥♥
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Surpisingly grim fairy tale-like story. Gameplay is a bit of an odd duck, harder than that of most VN, but simpler than that of
most straight-up card games. There's still enough depth to it that I did not find it too boring over the 10 or so hours of the game,
but I was really playing this for the story more than the game play.
The art is great, the story and characters are decent and entertaining enough. A bit expensive perhaps for the amount of game,
but I would recommend it if on sale.. A gme that will have you pull your hair out and jump for joy at the same time!! visuals are
lovely, it is a little glitchy at the moment but there is so much potential there. Every time you start its different. If you can get
passed the small minor issues that come with an early access game, you are onto a winner!!! i love this game, 10/10 would
harpoon again. I really appreciate the graphics and overall nostalgic throwback to resident evil games, and that's what i bought it
for, but it pains me to say, that it's completelly dull and just not fun at all, and after just these 30 minutes I know I won't be
playing this anymore. I hope the developers actually reads this because I actually want something like this, but done better. I
would love to see any game with fixed camera angles, with a survival horror theme. I thought that the roguelite elements like
permadeath and procedural generation would enrich this, but it did not for me.
The game is playable, it works well and I can see the love poured in it. It's highly stylized for a PS1 game. It beautifully mirrors
the style of Resident Evil 1 both in visuals and controls. You can have some fun with it, but believe me - I'm a huge fan of
classic RE games and Vaccine let me down.
I think it would actually work better if it were a linear adventure, with everything handcrafted as beautifully as these
backgrounds. The game itself right now feels like an unfinished minigame for this non-existent Story mode.
Procedural generation of rooms kinda works fine, but the repetetivness kicks in fast, and the lack of any kind of a map gets
confusing, especially when you have identical rooms generated in one run. Random enemy placement is actually fun and I like
it. It would work in a linear adventure and it also works here. RE1 had a few different monsters and it was okay. Here this
variety is a necessity if you wish for it to be an engaging roguelite game. Maybe take a hint from Raid mode in RE:Revelations
2 where there are maybe 10-20 different monsters, but they have many different and interesting modifiers to them.
Also the monsters in vaccine are really unfair. Zombies are okay, bats are pushovers, but these crawlers are insanely strong to
the point where the moment they appear, I know it's a game over. Hunters in RE1 were also very dangerous, but you could
ooutrun them somehow, and blowing a shotgun actually knocked them over for a brief moment giving the player a chance at
fighting them. Here you just wish you manage to kill them before they kill you.
And then there are the controls. DOn't get me wrong - I like tank controls. I to this day play the classic RE sometimes. But here
the controls feel wild, unresponsive and unpredictable. also there should be a larger margin of error when picking up weapons. It
feels as if you have to be in an exact spot to pick the item up.
So again: I hope you are listening devs. I hope you maybe polish this one up, change it, or move alogn to a new project entirely.
And I want you to succeed. I want to see something like this. But maybe try going with a Linear story but add a mode like this as
a bonus? And flesh it out more. Add variety, add incentive to do just one more run. Maybe look at Raid Mode in revelations and
don't go the roguelite route and instead do short missions with random drops. Whatever you do, I hope I will see something from
you guys in the future. I'm rooting for you, I really do.. https://youtu.be/YQjp6ZM9KG0
This game is quite challenging, making you really spend your time wisely to build up your town and thrive. It will take you a
long time to thrive, but it is worth it. I really like the graphics and enjoy slowly building up my town! There is a variety of gods
to mix up the gameplay slightly, which helps the game differ each time you play it as well.. Generally I would recommend the
game in a few months. However, as of the moment, it's faaaaaaar faaaaaaar away from being conveniently playable. I started to
describe what makes the game unplayable, and removed the text after 15 minutes of writing it down. There's so much issues I
just won't even try to describe athem, Feel myself a bit robbed when realized I paid money for game in this state.
My resolution - decent project, but not yet playable.. Great classic! Hours of time wasted at work! >.<. Edit: I forgot to say why
I gave the game a thumbs down, and people got mad in the comments, so here goes:
In an age of game engines like Unity, you have to assume that graphics this bad are an artistic choice, and it's not one I approve
of. The game itself seems in all instances to be a shareware clone of Eye of the Beholder with some procedural dungeon
generation tacked one.
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So, a poor execution of old ideas; cannot recommend.
Actually, my original review "I bought this because the creator seemed really sad in an article on Gamasutra." seems kinder in
retrospect.. Sorry but this game is not a good one despites the 'positive' users reviews right now. It's not a rythm game because of
the controls of the ball which revolves around the tube continously which make the controls to be totally unrelated with the
tempo. There's no online scores, no achievment, no level, no challenge, UI is clumsy and ingame soundtracks are unpleasant. If
you like these kind of games, try Dub Dash or Riff Racer instead, but avoid this one. I got it at 10cts, but hopefully I will have
the possibility to sell the cards to get my refund.. very engaging tactical spaceship game. Great feel for a heavy metal slugfest..
Now, let me get this point across first, Loki is not a good game.
I find it fun, its like if diablo ate paintchips as a child.
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